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ABSTRACT: An X-ray reflectivity study on the interaction of recombinant human resistin (hRes) with fibrillation-prone human
islet amyloid polypeptide (hIAPP) at anionic phospholipid Langmuir films as model membranes is presented. Aggregation and
amyloid formation of hIAPP is considered the main mechanism of pancreatic β-cell loss in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus.
Resistin shows a chaperone-like ability, but also tends to form aggregates by itself. Resistin and hIAPP cross multiply metabolism
pathways. In this study, we researched the potential protective effects of resistin against hIAPP-induced lipid membrane rupture. The
results demonstrate that resistin can inhibit or prevent hIAPP adsorption even in the presence of aggregation-promoting negatively
charged lipid interfaces. Moreover, we found strong hydrophobic interactions of resistin at the bare buffer−air interface.

■ INTRODUCTION

The cellular environment defines the function and structure of
a protein.1,2 Although molecular chaperones play an important
role in protein folding, less is known about how they affect
protein aggregation and fibrillation.
Type 2 diabetes mellitus is associated with the misfolding

and aggregation of the 37-amino-acid (aa)-long peptide human
islet amyloid polypeptide (hIAPP) in the Langerhans cells (β-
cells) of the pancreas resulting in affecting the peripheral
tissues and inhibiting insulin secretion.3,4 The amyloid fibrils
are characterized by a cross-β-sheet-rich structure, which is
formed by a multistep mechanism. These can be found as
amyloid plaque depositions in the pancreas of patients with
type 2 diabetes mellitus.5,6 In this context, oligomeric
intermediates are classified as toxic; these can permeabilize
and destroy a membrane.7−9 Membrane interfaces, especially
anionic phospholipids, can be a nucleation platform for the
aggregation and subsequent plaque growth.10−13

Resistin is a small 108-aa-long secretory peptide (with signal
sequence) expressed in adipocytes, leukocytes, macrophages,
spleen, bone marrow cells, and the Langerhans cells of the
pancreas.3,4 It circulates as 92-aa peptides, which are linked by
disulfide bridges in a high-(hexamer) and low-(monomer,
dimer, and trimer) density form.14 Resistin seems to act as a
molecular chaperone, as it prevents the complete denaturation

of enzymes by binding to the misfolded state and supports the
refolding of thermally label proteins.15 Moreover, it was shown
that resistin interacts with amyloid-β (Aβ), the key molecule in
the pathophysiological condition of Alzheimer’s disease. Aβ
and hIAPP have similar structural characteristics,16−18 and
resistin has been shown to interact with Aβ and act as a
neuroprotective peptide. However, human resistin also under-
goes conformational changes, which result in β-sheet structures
comparable with those in pathophysiological conditions of
prion proteins.19,20 Resistin was postulated to be the missing
key molecule in the relationship between obesity and
diabetes.21−23 Investigations on the polypeptide level in
interaction with hIAPP are lacking. There are some studies
about the inhibition of hIAPP aggregation by natural products,
their derivatives,11,24,25 and molecular crowders,26 but there are
few studies on the interaction of protein chaperones with
hIAPP.2,27,28 This paper focuses on the interaction of human
resistin with human IAPP at anionic phospholipid model
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membranes. We show that human resistin inhibited the
oligomerization of hIAPP at the membrane. This study
suggests resistin as a molecular chaperone and a molecular
link in cellular stress during pathological situations like type 2
diabetes mellitus and obesity.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Human IAPP was purchased from Calbiochem (via Merck,
Darmstadt, Germany) and human resistin (c = 1.03 mg/mL)
from RayBiotech (via Hölzel-Biotech). Human IAPP was
dissolved in 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (c = 0.5 mg/
mL) and freeze-dried in 200 μL of aliquots to break up
preformed fibrils or oligomers into monomers again.26,29 Buffer
components (Na2HPO4·2H2O and KH2PO4) and solvents
(chloroform and methanol) were obtained from Merck
(Darmstadt, Germany). 1,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-
phate (sodium salt, DPPA) was purchased from Avanti Polar
Lipids (Alabaster, AL) and prepared as a c = 10 mg/mL
solution in 9:1 chloroform/methanol. This anionic phospho-
lipid can simulate the membrane composition in the insulin
secretory granules of the pancreatic β-cell wall, since these
lipids occur up to 5-fold more often than in the other cells.30

The surface pressures were achieved by dropping appropriate
amounts (50−150 μL) of the lipid solution onto the sample
surface. The peptides were injected carefully underneath the
Langmuir film.
The adsorption of hIAPP with c = 0.01 mg/mL (0.26 mM)

and hRes with c = 0.0025 mg/mL (0.02 mM) was studied
separately and in combination at the DPPA film. Four hundred
microliters of Sørensen’s phosphate buffer solution (pH 7) was
added to 0.4 mg of lyophilized hIAPP to obtain a sample
solution for the X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements. All
prepared hIAPP solutions were used immediately after
preparation. Resistin was used as it was supplied (100 μL of
a 1.03 mg/mL stock solution). All mixtures were prepared in
Eppendorf reaction tubes and injected carefully underneath the
Langmuir film. This is performed by carefully puncturing the
lipid film and injecting the solution under the film at different
points. The surface pressure is a good indicator of whether the
monolayer is still stable. To prevent sample volume changes,
an appropriate amount of buffer was removed from the sample

plate after the DPPA film reference measurement and before
injecting the peptide solution. The surface pressure was set to
22 mN/m for the hIAPP measurement, and for the mixture a
surface pressure of 25 mN/m was reached, mimicking the film
pressure of a physiological cell membrane. Thus, the untilted
liquid condensed phase of DPPA was present. In addition,
hRes was examined at different surface pressures of DPPA (2.4,
23, and 44.2 mN/m) and at the bare buffer interface, which
was applied as a model system for extremely hydrophobic
interfaces. All measurements were conducted at room
temperature and at a constant surface area.
With X-ray reflectivity, the vertical structure of Langmuir

films can be determined. The reflected intensity of an X-ray
beam with a defined wavelength is recorded as a function of
the incidence angle αi. In the XRR scattering geometry, the
wave vector transfer q has only the vertical component qz =
(4π /λ)sin αi. Laterally averaged electron density profiles ρe(z)
perpendicular to the surface can be determined from the XRR
data. The XRR curves were recorded with a Bruker-AXS D8
laboratory diffractometer using copper Kα radiation with a
photon energy of 8.05 keV in θ-θ geometry. Here, a typical X-
ray reflectivity scan took around 1 hour. Due to the large beam
size (10 × 0.1 mm2) and the low photon flux (5 × 105

photons/s), no radiation damage is expected and this was also
proven in control measurements.
The raw data were background corrected, intensity- and

Fresnel-normalized (R/RF), and scaled as a function of qz. To
extract information on electron density profiles, XRR curves
were evaluated by a refinement of a model reflectivity curve,
with a calculated initial density profile, to the real data using
the combination of the Parratt algorithm and effective density
model.31,32 The simplest and appropriate model for a lipid film
is a two-layer model, representing the head and tail groups.
The layers are described by the parameters d (layer thickness),
ρ (distinct electron density), and σ (roughness of the interface
between the layers). The literature values were assigned to the
roughness and electron density of the buffer subphase.32,33 The
pure lipid measurements were used as a reference to maintain
the behavior of peptides at the phospholipid film.

Figure 1. Normalized electron density profiles (left) and XRR data (right) of DPPA films before (red) and after the addition of hIAPP (colored).
The fits are shown in the corresponding color of the electron density profile.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the reflectivity curves and the extracted
electron density profiles taken at the DPPA film before and
after hIAPP was added. The density profiles indicate hIAPP-
induced changes for the whole observed time range. The
surface pressure increases from the initial surface pressure of
22 mN/m continuously to a saturation pressure of 31 mN/m.
The thickness of the pure DPPA layer (red) is (27.2 ± 0.15)

Å, which corresponds to the nontilted liquid condensed phase.
Immediately after the injection of hIAPP underneath the
Langmuir film, the sample was adjusted and measured
(adjustment time: ∼10 min). The change of electron density
profiles over time shows the continuous increase of the layer
thickness in the head group and an increase of the electron
density in the head and tail groups. The head group layer
thickness increases by (3 ± 0.1) Å. Since the alkyl chains of

DPPA are already fully extended, no further increase in film
thickness is observed, also not with hIAPP. Penetration of the
peptide into the membrane causes further compression of
lipids. Since the measurements were performed at a constant
surface area, the electron density in the head and tail groups
increases accordingly due to the penetration of hIAPP into the
Langmuir film. This is also reflected in the surface pressure,
which also increases.
The isoelectric point of hIAPP estimated from its amino acid

sequence is 8.9.34 hIAPP interacts with its positively charged
N-terminal amino acid residues via electrostatic interaction
with the anionic DPPA layer and approaches it. In the first
step, this leads to the insertion into the head groups and near
the hydrophobic alkyl chains, and in the next step, the entire
layer is penetrated. The promotion of aggregation and
fibrillation of hIAPP at an anionic lipid membrane through

Figure 2. Normalized electron density profiles (left) and XRR data (right) of DPPA films before (red) and after the addition of human resistin
(colored). The fits are shown in the corresponding color of the electron density profile.

Figure 3. Normalized electron density profiles (left) and XRR data (right) of the buffer−air interface before (red) and after the addition of human
resistin (colored). The fits are shown in the corresponding color of the electron density profile.
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the insertion of its N-terminal sequence region could already
be shown.35−38 hIAPP undergoes a multistep process of
aggregation in the pathophysiological state of type 2 diabetes
mellitus.39

The model did not improve when an additional layer was
added. These are indications that hIAPP penetrates deeply into
the monolayer and extends through the membrane from the
buffer−head interface to the tail−air interface.
Upon further incubation of hIAPP (1140 min), the electron

density decreases throughout the layer without layer thickness
change, indicating that DPPA molecules and embedded pre-
oligomerized hIAPP detach from the lipid phase.
Next, we studied the adsorption of human resistin at DPPA

films with a different surface coverage of DPPA. In the region
of the nontilted liquid expanded phase of DPPA, no effect of
resistin on the film can be observed. Exemplary for the high

surface pressures, the measurement at 23 mN/m is shown in
Figure 2.
Resistin has no affinity for charged DPPA films. The

isoelectric point of human resistin is 8.01.40 The positive
electrostatic potential in the head domain (β-strand “jelly roll”
structure) is not sufficient to overcome the negative net charge.
Protein chaperones possess a high surface hydrophobic-

ity.41−43 Due to this fact, we investigated the adsorption of
resistin at a bare buffer−air interface (Figure 3). This approach
yields information about the interaction with defects in DPPA
film regions at a low surface coverage (Figure 4) and helps to
estimate the contribution to electron density profiles that result
when hIAPP is also added.
As shown in Figure 3, resistin adsorbs at the hydrophobic

buffer−air interface and forms layers ranging from (19.7 ± 0.3)

Figure 4. Normalized electron density profiles (left) and XRR data (right) of the DPPA film before (red) and after the addition of human resistin
(colored). The fits are shown in the corresponding color of the electron density profile.

Figure 5. Normalized electron density profiles (left) and XRR data (right) of the DPPA film before (red) and after the addition of human resistin
and IAPP (colored). The fits are shown in the corresponding color of the electron density profile.
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Å at 121 min to (21 ± 0.3) Å at 1125 min. A one-layer system
was used to model the resistin film.
The protein film appears to change slightly as a function of

time at the interface. The saturation pressure of 22 mN/m was
confirmed in successive measurements.
As shown in Figure 4, resistin has a significant effect on the

monolayer at a low surface coverage of the lipid (2.4 mN/m).
This can be explained by hydrophobic interactions with the
buffer−air interface, which is accessible at a lower packing
density.
The restructuring of the monolayer starts immediately after

the injection of hRes (blue) under the DPPA film. The surface
pressure increases rapidly up to a maximum of 10.5 mN/m.
The resulting total layer thickness is (27.4 ± 1) Å. It was not
necessary to add an additional layer to accurately model the
data. After resistin incorporation into the Langmuir film, a
proper separation from the head and tail groups is no longer
possible.
Finally, the interaction of hIAPP with the DPPA membrane

has been examined in the presence of resistin. The electron
density profiles and XRR data are displayed in Figure 5.
Compared with the single peptide measurements of human

IAPP (see Figure 1) at DPPA films, different density profiles
are obtained. We observed an intact and long-term stable lipid
film, comparable to the measurements of resistin at the DPPA
film, which showed no interaction. Resistin appears to inhibit
the insertion and penetration ability of hIAPP, which may
indicate its chaperone activity. Possibly, the inhibition occurs
by binding to hydrophobic sites of hIAPP. However, we
cannot make any statement about the conformational status of
polypeptides upon interaction.
This X-ray reflectivity study addresses the interaction of

hIAPP and resistin at anionic polypeptide films. In summary,
we observed the adsorption and penetration of hIAPP at
anionic DPPA films by an increase of the electron density and
an inhibition of this effect by the addition of resistin to the
system. We also observed a surface pressure dependence of the
adsorption of resistin; it adsorbs via hydrophobic interactions
at the water−air interface and at anionic lipid membranes with
a low surface coverage.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we investigated the influence of human islet
amyloid polypeptide and resistin separately and in combination
on anionic phospholipid model membranes. First, XRR studies
of hIAPP were performed at DPPA lipid interfaces in the
untilted liquid condensed phase. As anionic phospholipid
membranes act as nucleation centers for this amyloidogenic
and fibrillation-prone peptide, adsorption could be observed
within the DPPA layer. After the growth of larger structures in
the lipid layer, the density profiles show a reduction in the
entire lipid film, which was not observed in time-dependent
measurements of pure DPPA and with resistin over a longer
period of time. This suggests that the resulting hIAPP
structures embed lipids and disperse them into the subphase.
Human resistin strongly interacts via hydrophobic inter-

actions with the pure buffer−air interface yielding the
formation of an adsorption layer. From the observed layer
thickness, one may conclude that resistin adsorbs with the long
axis in the plane of the interface. Indeed, resistin possesses no
large hydrophobic core within the “head” region, which is
characterized as a β-stranded sandwich (jelly roll) structure,
but the tail region with its α-helical segments generates surface-

exposed hydrophobicity. Resistin also has an effect on DPPA
films with low surface pressures due to more accessible free
buffer areas between the condensed regions; the complete
monolayer is restructured by the peptide.
The measurements of human IAPP and resistin in a mixture

suggest a molecular chaperone-like ability of resistin. It
prevents the adsorption of hIAPP at the aggregation-fostering
anionic phospholipid membrane. We suggest that resistin binds
to exposed hydrophobic regions with its own hydrophobic
patches and acts as a block/hindrance for further hIAPP
attachment. The inhibition takes place in the early stages since
no attachment to the lipid membrane was detected.
In conclusion, resistin has been the subject of numerous

studies, but the literature is lacking on its interaction with
amyloidogenic and fibrillation-prone peptides and its molec-
ular chaperone ability. This study provides a hint to this
specific activity and elucidates the property of resistin.
It would be useful to perform further experiments at this

point, such as changing the concentration of polypeptides
(hIAPP:hRes) to detect the turning point of the effect.
Detection of cross-seeding of hIAPP with amyloid-β at the
membrane and the effect of resistin would also be an extension
of this study. Studies that allow a conformational analysis of
membrane-bound or resistin-bound hIAPP, as well as resistin
in bulk, would be helpful in understanding the mechanism
underlying this effect.
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